
FRIDAY NEWS AND ACTIVITIES FEBRUARY 2020  

LOOK WHAT’S HAPPENING!  

CURRENT EVENTS AT A GLANCE!  

February 12:  Valentine Party    Please remember to send 

in a Valentine or small treat for each child in the class, but  

PLEASE DO NOT PUT CLASSMATES’ NAMES ON THE  
VALENTINES! No names allow for faster mail delivery! We 
have 9 students in the class.  
 

  

I am continuing to work with the children individually or in small groups on skills such 
as number, color or shape recognition, as well as simple patterns.  We have been using 
colored chips and Unifix cubes to create and build patterns. Unifix cubes are 1 inch 
cubes that snap together like legos. Building pattern towers is lots of fun and helps to 
build small muscle strength and dexterity, as well.  It is important that the preschool 
age child be engaged in his or her learning, so using games and fun activities to 
practice and gain mastery of these concepts is most beneficial!  
  

FEBRUARY 5 

This week we will make a puppy out of various size and colored hearts. This will give us 
the opportunity to review positional words, such as “the head is above the body” or 
“the ears are next to or on the side of the head.” While completing this project we will 
also review small, medium and large, which were introduced last month. As the 
children are making their puppy they will notice that the biggest (large) heart is for the 
body, the medium heart is for the head and the smallest hearts are for the feet. 
Although one of the goals of this project is to encourage the children to listen and 
follow directions, perhaps your child’s puppy will not have all of their hearts in the 
“right” places. Whenever a child chooses to be creative in his or her art it is always  
encouraged! We will also decorate our marble painted Valentine bag with various size 
and colored hearts. We will read Clifford’s First Valentine Day and we will listen to the 
song Valentine Land. 
 



FEBRUARY 12  
The highlight of this week, of course, is our Valentine’s Day Party! Your child may bring 
valentines or a small wrapped treat to pass out. Please ONLY put your child’s name on 
the card and NOT the name of classmates. This makes much easier mail delivery! The 
bags are lined up and your child will put a treat in each bag. Doing so reinforces 
one-to-one correspondence: one treat goes in each bag, one for each friend. For that 
reason; please make sure to include your child in the count. We will make a Valentine 
card.  Those children who are ready will be encouraged to use their name card to copy 
sign his/her name on the card.  Please do not worry if your child is not able to write 
his/her name just yet.  Making marks, circles, scribbles and lines to represent letters is 
the beginning stage. Our book will be My Funny Valentine by Harriet Ziefert and we 
will once again listen to the song Valentine Land. We will make a special Valentine 
snack that we will eat at snack time.  
 
FEBRUARY 19  

Magnets have been introduced to the classroom and the children have been exploring 
the properties of magnetism in the science center.  This week we will discover what 
happens when we put paint on paper placed in an aluminum pan and use a magnet 
underneath to spread the paint. Can the magnet move the paper clips placed in the 
paint?  Will the paint “move” and spread around the paper or will the paint stay where 
it is placed?   I will have the children decide what Pete the Cat book they would like to 
read.  The helping child will choose the song we will listen to today. 

  

FEBRUARY 26  
Dinosaurs have joined our classroom!  There will be lots of dinosaurs in the block area 

which gives us opportunities to build houses and cages 
for them to live in, as well as multiple creative 
structures to keep those dinosaurs happy and 
well-behaved! We will be painting bigger dinosaurs 
and then put them in sand.  The sand will make the 
paint puff up to create textured art.  The children enjoy 
this new painting experience!  If the children choose, 
they can complete a dinosaur-match page, as well. 
The book this week is Dinosaur Rumpus by Tony 

Mitton.  We will also listen to and play along with the song Countasaurus. 


